No Decision on Insecomb on NSA

The MIT delegation to the 12th National Student Congress of the National Student Association presented its report last Thursday at the Institute Committee meeting. The report suggested questioning MIT's continued membership in the NSA on the grounds that the NSA is not fulfilling its purpose as a sleeping room for student government.

The delegation felt that most of the students at the Congress were wistful about their role as students, as indicated to the NSA Constitution and as accepted by the Institute Committee. Either dissolution or certification of the existing district was recommended as the proper course of action.

Two-Head Debate

The Committee debated violently for approximately two hours. All representatives of the MIT delegation to make the NSA a working organization. These recommendations were rejected around three during the meeting. A free-agent team tried to adapt the recommendations to please the majority of members. But when the second resolution was put in the form of a motion, it failed to pass the Committee.

Investigation of the advantages and disadvantages of a small reorganization of college of equal prestige was prepared and talked.

National Officer Asked

The Committee asked for the names of a national NSA officer before proceeding any further.

Nominations were also opened for Parents' Regional Committee Chairmen, National Officer, and State Grand President.

This committee will be in charge of preparations for the Parents' Week, to be held later in the year.

Work Program in Africa

International Project for Students

MIT students are being offered the opportunity to spend a summer in Africa under a program designed to bring together North American and African students in a cooperative endeavor. The project is one of several being studied by MIT to determine the impact and value of the operation in the two centuries.

Africa for All Africans

The project, named "Africa for All Africans," will send 110 students from the United States, Canada, and Mexico to countries in West Africa, where they will spend the summer working in local villages. They will have the opportunity to work as building teachers, churchs, canteen, and other railway facilities.

Africans Will Participate

African students and native helpers will also join the team, and it is hoped that this co-operation will be a working understanding. One African student has already returned the University of Manitoba in 1947, and one student in 1948, who studied in the University of Manitoba in 1947. Meanwhile, a third student, an African who earned his bachelor's degree in the African University of Ottawa, has returned to the University of Ottawa to study aeronautics. He will graduate in June 1949, and he will be invited to the University of Ottawa to study aeronautics. He will be invited to take up his studies. He will be invited to take up his studies.

WIMX to Carry on Activities in New Area

Junior Prom Has Elgart Fri. Night; 400 Options Sold in First Day

Full plans for the 60th Junior Prom, as announced by the JPI Committee, now include Larry Elgart and his Orchestra at the Saturday night affair and the Kingston Trio in the Assembly on Saturday. Over 400 options had been sold as of last Wednesday, which was only the first day of sales. The Committee anticipates extremely crowded at both the Friday and Saturday night affairs.

The Friday night affair at the Barker will feature Larry Elgart with vocalist Carol Sears. Additional entertainment will feature the Princeton Nuns and the cornet playing of the Junior Prom Leaders.

Field Day

On Saturday afternoon, the traditional Field Day events will be staged for both the JPIers and the rest of the MIT Community. In addition to the Fireman's-athletic meets, there will be worthy Warren games with the Freshmen and with the Schell Trophy setting off the Charities.

Saturday evening will see the Kingston Trio holding forth at the Assembly. The assembly has been extraordinarily crowded for this event, and there is no limit to the number of people who can be present. The event will be a sellout.

In addition to these planned events, parties are being arranged by all living groups to fill the unoccupied time, and individual couples are expected to exercise their own ingenuity about operating the event.

The option sales, which started Wednesday, had sales in 40 options at $1.00 each by the time that day wavy. Since only 400 options may be accommodated in the Blithe, the JPI Committee expects a full capacity crowd that night. In addition, the Assembly holds a total of 120 options for both Saturday night tickets, which sales are expected to be sold at $2.00 each, with tickets later to be sold at $3.00 each.

JP Queen Contest On

Nominations Oct. 23

All Juniors are urged to enter their JPI options in the JPI Queen Contest. The contest is open to all JPI members who are single, and the contest will be held at the Friday night formal, which will be held on October 23.

A nomination blank should be obtained at the office of the JPI Secretary or at the JPI office. The contest will be evaluated at the Friday night formal, which will be held on October 23.
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